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‫ﺍﻟﻌﺭﺒﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻤﻠﺨﺹ‬

Transliteration:
1
‫ﺍﻟﻌﺭﺒﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻭﻁﻥ‬ ‫ﺁﺜﺎﺭ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﺩﺭﺍﺴﺎﺕ‬ ١١
-3 -
Translation:
1-
L.1-The reading of the two signs as rmT qs "Embalmer" is possible. I cannot find an instance which can confirm this reading. O.Leiden (No.383, col. 1,2) had discussed the same second sign as a determinative of the word qs "Embalmer".
(
L.2-The reading of the third name is not certain, it could be @r, @r -
( 2 ) (craft or craftsman) I do not Know if it is a title or a job of @r -wDA =f, L.5-There is no a similar combination of the second proper name PA -tw-apA L.7-The father's name is partly broken, the missing part has the last element and the determinative. L.9-This line must has a heading of the second group of the names.
The days 42 and 25 at this list refer to the daily register administrative.
‫ﺍﻟﻌﺭﺒﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻭﻁﻥ‬ ‫ﺁﺜﺎﺭ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﺩﺭﺍﺴﺎﺕ‬ ١١
-4 - Col. I L.1-Notice, the sign sA (son of ) between the two names is very faint. L.3-PA-wr-iAbt is a scribe. He is known from other published texts.
Col. II L.1-Pa -tA-s.t-aA.t is a known scribe ( 6 ) . He signed many receipts which are dated to the late Ptolemaic period. L.2-There is no available instance for this name, but it is mentioned in Demotisches Namenbuch
.
The text deals with a list of proper names who are scribes. Two of them are known from other published texts. Oxford, Paris, Berlin, Vinna and Cairo, Le Caire, 1945, (Publications de la societe fouad I de papyrologie Textes et Decuments VI), 173, No. 231.4.; Wångstedt, S.V., "Demotische Ostraka aus der sammlung des Ashmolean Museums in Oxford, OrSu 14-15, 1965 -1966 Kaplony -Heckel, U., Pathyris Demotische Kurz-Texte in Cairo, Enchoria 19/20, 1992 /1993 Kaplony-Heckel, U., Enchoria 19/20., 56, 77-78, Nos. 4-5, 28. 7 -Lüddeckens, E. & others, Demotishes Namenbuch, DR. Ludwig Reichert Verlag, Wiesbaden, 1996 , Vol. 1, Part 14, 1029 , 1031 .
4-Museum
‫ﺍﻟﻌﺭﺒﻲ‬ ‫ﺍﻟﻭﻁﻥ‬ ‫ﺁﺜﺎﺭ‬ ‫ﻓﻲ‬ ‫ﺩﺭﺍﺴﺎﺕ‬ ١١
-7 -The shard is partly broken at the top and the right sides. 
Transliteration
1-[--------]-[%]bk 2-[--------
Translation 1-[--------]-[%]bk 2-[--------]PA-
Comment:
L.1-The remaining part of the proper name could be recognized as Pa -%bk. L.2-The first proper name must be found at the missing part. L.3-The first element of the proper name Pa is missing, and the second element tA is partly broken. . L.4-This line has two proper names, a dot is used as partition indication to separate between them.
-&Hwtj-i.ir-tj=s son of GlA is a scribe. He is known from other published texts ( 8 ) . -The father's name GlA appears in the first list (No. 1,7) it is not known, if he is the same person or not.
In this list the text contains a name of a scribe, may be the rest names are scribes too.
